DJC.4 Versatile Digital DJ Controller With Built-In Audio Interface

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Versatile Digital DJ System with custom skin of Virtual DJ, giving three chained FX per deck & fader FX.
Simple Setup Plug and Play, with minimal configuration required to get you going and playing at your gig.
Built for the road Metal chassis, metal pots nutted to the unit, balanced outputs and a long-life crossfader.
Compact, Versatile Digital DJ solution
DJC.4 is a controller made to meet the needs of today’s modern
laptop DJ. The high-resolution jog wheels and pitch faders provide
tight control over even the finest performance tweaks, and the
rugged steel chassis, long-lasting faders and chassis-nutted pots
are made to handle years of use. From mobile DJ’s who need a
high quality compact solution to controllerists who require
functionality like hot cues, samples and advanced FX control, the
DJC.4 has your needs covered.
Four Deck Control
The DJC.4 includes 4-deck control functionality for control over 4
software decks at once. The included browse control section is
capable of loading tracks to any one of the 4 decks, and intuitively
labeled shift layers allow for direct access to filter, key and other
advanced control.

Custom Virtual DJ LE DJC.4 Edition
Included in the box is a special version of Virtual DJ LE 7, with
features exclusive to the DJC.4. A custom skin matches the control
surface one to one, and each deck includes 3 chained FX
processors for more control than any other Virtual DJ controller. As
well, the DJC.4 has an exclusive Fader FX mode that allows for
natural performance-based control of FX with the channel faders at
the touch of a button.

DJC.4 Versatile Digital DJ Controller With Built-In Audio Interface
PROTECTIVE TRAVEL BAG
Available as an accessory, this messenger style bag is designed to hold the DJC.4 / SCS.4DJ hardware as well
as headphones, power supply, hard drives and other accessories. It has rugged nylon padded panels, heavyduty buckles, an ergo-grip handle, and a padded shoulder strap.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES







4-channel (Dual-Stereo) USB audio interface allowing comprehensive connection.
Plug and play with included Virtual DJ LE software for 4-deck control, video mixing, effects.
2 or 4 deck control with shift functionality and browser loading, for access to the controls you need.
Long-life replaceable cross fader with hardware fader curve knob for setting your custom fade preference.
Rugged metal chassis, designed to withstand years of use in the most rigorous environments
Mappings available for Native Instruments™ Traktor® 2.5 software with remix deck control.

Mixer







Analog inputs for turntables or CD players, with direct pass-through to software for DVS control
Each channel can be assigned to either 2 MIDI decks (A/C, B/D) or an analog input via toggle switch
User replaceable 100K cycle 45mm cross fader with adjustable curve
3-band EQ control w/ complete KILL plus gain per channel
VU meter LED for level monitoring
1-Balanced (1/4" TRS) Microphone Input w/ volume & tone control

Player






2 touch-sensitive platters with adjustable sensitivity
Two long, high-resolution pitch faders for precise matching
Two pitch bend buttons
Extensive loop & sample section includes 4 large CUE/LOOP trigger buttons on 2 banks
Full effect control with 4 encoders and buttons for instant control

Master Connections:
 Master Out: 1-pair TRS (1/4" Balanced), 1-pair RCA (unbalanced)
 Headphone Out: 1-TRS (1/4" Stereo Balanced) 1-Mini Jack (1/8" Stereo Balanced)
 Input 1: 1-pair RCA (unbalanced) - phono/line switchable
 Input 2: 1-pair RCA (unbalanced) - phono/line switchable
 Aux Input: 1- 1/8" Stereo Balanced
 Mic: 1-TRS (1/4" Balanced)
 USB: Type B
 Power: 6V / 1.5A DC Input
General





Dimensions: 65 x 410 x 297 mm (H x W x D)
Weight: 2.92 kg
Includes Virtual DJ LE 4-Deck Edition CD with license, and discounted Virtual DJ Pro Upgrade
Custom Skin (GUI) that matches one to one with the controller
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